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Summary

Feedback Form

Do you think children attending the Presentation Junior and Senior Schools
should wear a common uniform?

Proposed changes to uniform shown in underlined
bold print

New Crest Proposed for Jumper

What are your views in relation to this proposed new logo/crest for the
school uniform jumper?

The crest looks lovely and child friendly. I think it will look well on the navy jumpers.

Lovely logo, clear and attractive.  Excellent -- well done! Thank-you.  Modern and

represents progress  very nice  Crest looks very nice but could it be a crest you can buy

to sow on to a jumper bought in dunnes or another store that's not as expensive as tots

paradise. Not happy that you can only purchase jumper from special shops this was

changed only 2 years ago in junior school a sown on crest would be much better. I think

this is a positive change for the two schools. I like the crest.  I like it , it is very nice.  I

believe that in the social economic climate that we are still finding ourselves in at present,
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that it is not viable to impose the crest to be on the school jumper. Many families are not in

the position to afford to purchase this over-priced, usually bad quality product when they can

buy them much cheaper from a generic store such as Dunnes I believe that for this reason, it

was made obsolete in the first place. Also I understand that it will not be imposed until 2014,

however, children that will be entering 6th class at this stage (Sep 2014) are not going to

want to purchase a whole new uniform for the period of one year. In my opinion, these

changes could be brought in for the pupils that are coming up from the junior school only.

school is not considering parents situation having already children in school before present

them with new propose uniform, why not keep the same uniform to the new students or allow

that students already in school be able to use old uniform till the end of their academic

year  looks modern.  lovely  The crest is lovely and modern and child friendly. I think

it is good if the senior school to change due to the cost of leaving. As some of us parents we

have two children or more in the senior school and we already bought uniform last year and

we were not expecting to buy coplete uniform but to just topup. It is ok for those starting

senior school. I also have a question about those in 5th class going to 6th class is it going to

be the same thank you  I don't like it and would really resent having to pay extra for this.

yes I like it More expensive if a crest must be worn it should be a crest you can buy and

attach to any jumper  I think it is absolutely fantastic. It looks modern and really child-

friendly. I love the symbols in it. The uniform is wonderful. It completely takes the pressure

off parents as there is no competition between the children in relation to what clothes they

wear at school. In this regard, I think the uniform saves us so much money.  This logo

looks fantastic. The colours look really well on the navy background. I am very much in

favour of the change.  I think it is good if the senior school to change due to the cost of

leaving. As some of us parents we have two children or more in the senior school and we

already bought uniform last year and we were not expecting to buy coplete uniform but to

just topup. It is ok for those starting senior school. I also have a question about those in 5th

class going to 6th class is it going to be the same thank you  It's really so nice. I think it is

very different and distinctive. I think the children will really like it too. My daughter is very

excited about it.  I believe that in the social economic climate that we are still finding

ourselves in at present, that it is not viable to impose the crest to be on the school jumper.

Many families are not in the position to afford to purchase this over-priced, usually bad

quality product when they can buy them much cheaper from a generic store such as Dunnes

I believe that for this reason, it was made obsolete in the first place. Also I understand that it

will not be imposed until 2014, however, children that will be entering 6th class at this stage

(Sep 2014) are not going to want to purchase a whole new uniform for the period of one year.

In my opinion, these changes could be brought in for the pupils that are coming up from the

junior school only.  Its nice becouse it is boys nezt school and girls too so it looks nice.

This idenifies each school as an individual . Hi Mr. Tunney. I am just concerned that the

cost of a jumper that has a logo. A few years ago the school moved away from the logo on

the polo shirt on the PE uniform in recognition of the financial circumstances of many

parents. And this was very much appreciated. Unfortunately those circumstances still

remain, and now the school wants to go back to logos..which greatly increase the cost of

school uniforms. I agree it looks well, and better than the logo that is used on the current

tracksuit. But i think the cost of this change needs to be looked at. From looking at the list,



the tops are the only things that are changing -- jumper to logo and the tracksuit top -- I don't

want to come across as whiney and complaining -- I do realise you could have changed a lot

more of the uniform. :-) Brilliant -- it' fantastic  I love it!  Very nice, colourful and child

friendly. I would prefer if girls wore a cardigan and the boys wore a jumper, maybe a cardigan

could be an option, if individual children prefer either or, then this should be an option.

Yes, I like it alot. I think the uniform displays a measure of pride in the school. I believe this

new crest will make a huge improvement. However, I believe everyone should be required to

wear the uniform every day. I think the school should be a little stricter about the uniform.

It is very nice.  Its a striking logo, very inclusive. Much nicer than the old one.  I like it. I

am glad to see 6th class wont have to change their uniforms this year. It would not make

sense to buy a new one for one year.  I like it, but would be interested to know how much

this is going to cost and would it be possible to buy a sew on or iron on patch instead of

forking out for a new jumper (considering my daughter on has one more year left at

Presentation)?

Proposed Tracksuit Top -- Red O'Neills top with navy
piping/trim and school name in navy text

What are your views in relation to this proposed new tracksuit top?

I like the red. The navy writing and piping will be lovely. Its great that they will have a

separate top for P.E. Gives parents an extra day to get the uniform top washed.  Excellent

- Well done! Thank-you.  Modern and practical  Red is a good colour  Track suit looks

nice but could children wear track suit during winter months to keep them warm and to get

more wear out of it as it will now be more expensive as the current track suit which can be

bought in dunnes  This is nicer than the old plain navy tracksuit top. I am glad to see that

most of the uniform is staying the same to minimise cost.  I love it , I agree with them.

While I agree somewhat with the changes that are being proposed, I still feel that the

information that I have provided above needs to be taken into consideration when making a

final decision. Thanks  Looks modern but will this cause further expense as both jumpers

have to be ordered and we will not be able to obtain either from high street stores for a

cheaper price. very nice  This is a much nicer option that the current uniform  Its ok for

those starting senior school unless they reduce the cost of it.  Why can't the school have a

uniform that is not going to cost parents a huge amount that can be bought in dunnes or

marks and spencers. These crests are great when money was there but it's not anymore. To

go to your specific shops is extravagant and unhelpful to parents. Change the colour but

crests should be optional. Previous experience has proved the quality of these specific

shops is the same as normal shops but much more expensive. Honestly we're under enough

pressure with the mortgage and the booklists coming in next couple of weeks without paying

extra for a crest, piping and embroidery. Not to mention tracksuit quality has always been

appalling. yes More expensive for one day a week children should be allowed to wear it

during the winter everyday I really like this also. I think it is great that a uniform purchased

for a boy or girl in second class can be re-used again in third. The quality of the O'Neill's



products is very good so they are well worth the cost. Tracksuits purchased in the school

are extremely reasonable.  I like this too. Having the school name on the jumpers is very

practical. It is great to see the school making such practical changes i.e. changing to co-ed,

changing the uniform etc Its ok for those starting senior school unless they reduce the

cost of it.  This is really nice too. The O'Neill's tracksuits are very good quality and they are

much cheaper in the school than in the shops. I hope the price will not be increased

significantly. The idea of a common uniform in both schools makes so much sense. While

I agree somewhat with the changes that are being proposed, I still feel that the information

that I have provided above needs to be taken into consideration when making a final decision.

Thanks  it is good.  this is nice but not very distinctive .. maybe logo with p.m. initials

The colour change to red is nice. It will look very smart. I appreciate that you are not

changing the tracksuit bottoms. :-) It's lovely. I think it will look really well.  I really like it

too!  sounds nice.  Yes, I think it is very practical.  Red is a lovely change.  Very nice,

should look well in the jumper  It is lovely and bright.  Again considering my daughter

only has one year left, will I be expected to pay for another tracksuit top for the final year? I

think a phasing in period should be considered for final year students.

Thank you for your feedback. It is very much
appreciated.
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